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IT IS  GENERALLY  SUPPOSED that Richard III and his Queen, Anne Neville, had
one child and one only, Edward of Middleham. There is, however, an
alternative  theory as recently expressed  by Dr. M. A. Hicks: Richard ‘had.his
own nuclear family, of which he was  head  — his wife and legitimate sons, only
one of  whom  survived at his accession."

This perhaps derives from Caroline  Halsted’s  Richard 111.  There  is, she
begins by declaring, a  great  dearth of material about Richard's family: ‘It is
much to be lamented  that  so little is  known  of the childhood of the youthful
Earl of Salisbury, his  son; or has been preserved of the Lady Anne, the wife of
his choice.’2 However, there are reasonable deductions to be made:

‘it  appears  probable that  the Lady Anne  suffered  from  the  same  ill health, and
inherited  the same fragile  constitution, that  carried the  Lady Isabel to an  early
grave.  There  is  also solid ground  for the  supposition that  the  young Earl of
Salisbury, though  usually represented  as  Richard’s only legitimate  son, was but
the  eldest  and  sole  surviving son, and  that  the  cares  of an  infant  family engrossed
the  Lady Anne’s  attention, although they survived  not to reward her  maternal  care
and  anxiety.  The  causes  for  this  surmise  are not  based  on conjecture, but are
gathered from  the  wording of  documents  in  which  such  a  fact  would not be
implied without  foundation.’3

This documentation, with the  single  exception of Edward’s patent as Earl of
Salisbury, comes from British Library Harleian Manuscript  433.4

One part of Miss  Halsted’s  argument is simple error, when  she  cites  the
ordinance for the  King’s  household in the north ‘to begynne the xxiiij day of
J  ule'; this she discusses as if it were  a document  of  1483, but since it is in fact
dated  ‘Anno ij“°’, that  is  1484, the reference in it to ‘the Children’ cannot include
Edward, who was already dead.5

The  solid  evidence consists of five entries in Harleian 433 where Edward is
described as  primogenilus  or its English equivalent: in the letter of 16
September 1483 for the principality of North Wales from Edward
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‘Furstbegotten son of the right high & mighti prince Richard the iij“°’; in
William  Lacy’s  instructions on being sent  to Ireland: ‘he shal shewc  that  the
King bathe ordeyned for the wele of his lande of Irland the righte highe and
mighti  prince Edward his first begotene sone to be  lieutenant’; in the Spanish
Ambassador’s patent of knighthood, granted 8  September  1483  in honour of the
creation of Edward ‘dilectissimi primogeniti nostri' as Prince of Wales; in the
formal document making Edward ‘Carissimum primogenitum nostrum’ Prince
of  Wales; and in the  letter  whereby Edward ‘primogenitus serenissimi principis
Ricardi’ as lieutenant of Ireland creates the Earl of Kildare his dtaputy.6

There  is an example of the word  primogenitus  known to anyone capable of
copying out  a  document in  Latin:  Mary brought  forth  a  son, her first-born,
peperitfilium  suum  primogem'tum, part of the gospel for the midnight mass of
Christmas. This mention of ‘flrst-born' relates to the Jewish law  that a  first-born
male is sacred to the Lord and  a  sacrifice  must  be offered.’ That  is, primogenitus
could be applied to  a  son at  a  time when  nobody knew whether his mother
would bear other sons; and of course everybody knew that Our  Lady had not
done  so.8 Nobody thought  that  primogem'tus  had to mean first of several.

In lawyers’ Latin, primogem'tus  means no  more  than heir, specifically an
heir who was the first-born son, and  does  not imply that  he ever had any
brothers.

Elsewhere in Harleian 433 are other references to Edward in which he is
differently styled. In an order for making a seal, dated 16 September  1483, he is
‘oure derrest  some  the prince of Therldom of Chestre’ and on 25 September in
the warrant for paying household expenses he is simply ‘my lord prince’.9 These
are routine documents so  that  primogenitus  would appear to be reserved for
documents where Edward’s status as heir to the throne was significant: the
Welsh are assured  that  their new Prince is the authentic heir, the Irish  that  their
Lieutenant is of the highest rank, the Spanish Ambassador  that  he is being
honoured in the highest  degree. There  are besides: a warrant of 21 July 1484  for
paying John Dawney ‘late oure  tresorcr  at Pountefreit’ money laid  out ‘for the
expence of cure  most  dere  sone  whome god  pardonne’; one of 23 July for
paying Dawney ‘late  tresorere of houshold  with oure  derest  Sone  the prince’;
and another the same day for paying Dawney ‘late tresorer with oure derrest
sone the prince’ a  further sum charged on a different source.'0 It  would  be
pointless to make mention of the dead  child’s  status, while he lived, as Richard’s
heir, but in any case these  are  also  less formal documents circulating within the
civil service.

Caroline Halsted’s evident desire to picture Anne Neville as weeping over
her  many lost children could be simply Victorian  sentimentality, but there may
be more to it than  that:  she may be basing herself on a  fact, that  the Nevilles
were  a  prolific race. Joan  Beaufort  and Ralph Neville Earl of Westmorland had
a  large family, including Anne’s  grandfather, Richard Neville Earl of Salisbury,
and Richard’s mother, Cecily Neville Duchess of York. In the  next  generation,
however, Richard Neville became Earl of Warwick by marrying Anne
Beauchamp, heiress of Richard Beauchamp Earl of Warwick. Financially a
splendid  match, it would appear to have been a bad mistake genetically. For all
his Neville blood, Warwick had merely two short-lived co-heiresses. It is the
female descent  that  counts, and considered as human animals for the purposes
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of  bréeding, neither Anne Beauchamp nor  Anne Neville  was  a  good  selection.
Anne Neville's  first, possibly difficult, pregnancy may have been  her last, or she
may have  had  babies  who  died.  The  question remains open, unless indeed  Dr.
Hicks  has  evidence which  he did not cite in his  study.
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